Trypanosoma cruzi strains isolated from human, vector, and animal reservoir in the same endemic region in Mexico and typed as T. cruzi I, discrete typing unit 1 exhibit considerable biological diversity
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In this study, three strains of Trypanosoma cruzi were isolated at the same time and in the same endemic region in Mexico from a human patient with chronic chagasic cardiomyopathy (RyC-H); vector (Triatoma barberi) (RyC-V); and rodent reservoir (Peromyscus peromyscus) (RyC-R). The three strains were characterized by multilocus enzyme electrophoresis, random amplified polymorphic DNA, and by pathological profiles in experimental animals (biodemes). Based on the analysis of genetic markers the three parasite strains were typed as belonging to T. cruzi I major group, discrete typing unit I. The pathological profile of RyC-H and RyC-V strains indicated medium virulence and low mortality and, accordingly, the strains should be considered as belonging to biodeme Type III. On the other hand, the parasites from RyC-R strain induced more severe inflammatory processes and high mortality (> 40%) and were considered as belonging to biodeme Type II. The relationship between genotypes and biological characteristics in T. cruzi strains is still debated and not clearly understood. An expert committee recommended in 1999 that Biodeme Type III would correspond to T. cruzi I group, whereas Biodeme Type II, to T. cruzi II group. Our findings suggest that, at least for Mexican isolates, this correlation does not stand and that biological characteristics such as pathogenicity and virulence could be determined by factors different from those identified in the genotypic characterization.
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Trypanosoma cruzi is the etiologic agent of Chagas disease affecting approximately 20 million people in Central and South America (Moncayo 1997). T. cruzi is a parasitic protozoan that consists of a heterogeneous population composed of a pool of strains circulating in both the domestic and sylvatic cycles in humans, vectors, and animal reservoirs (Souto et al. 1996).

In Chagas disease, different clinical pictures predominate in different areas, e.g., in Brazil, the asymptomatic or indeterminate form is the most common (60-70%), followed by the cardiac and digestive forms (20-30 and 8-10%, respectively); however, in central Brazil and Chile, the digestive form of Chagas disease predominates, whereas it practically non-existent in Venezuela and Central America (Luquetti et al. 1986, Dias 1992). The reason for this geographical heterogeneity and why different patients develop different clinical forms poses the question of its relationship to the genetic heterogeneity of T. cruzi populations in different areas.

Population genetics analysis has shown that T. cruzi presents a typical clonal population structure (Tibayrenc et al. 1986). It was later proposed that T. cruzi natural clones are distributed into two major phylogenetic lineages (Tibayrenc 1995, Souto et al. 1996), which were named by consensus as T. cruzi I and T. cruzi II (Anonymous 1999). Recently, it has been proposed that populations of T. cruzi can be characterized by various specific isoenzyme markers, suitable for routine identification, and named discrete typing units (DTUs). This represents a genetic subdivision from the two main phylogenetic lineages. It was suggested that different DTUs correspond to distinct epidemiological pictures (Bernabé et al. 2000).

T. cruzi multiclonal populations differs in genetic and biological characteristics and in their behavior in the vertebrate host (Andrade & Magalhaes 1997). Previous studies of the biological and pathogenic characteristics of T. cruzi natural strains obtained in different regions by histopathological profile in experimental animals have disclosed the possibility of grouping different patterns of pathogenic behavior in types or biodemes, e.g., Type I, Type II, and Type III (Andrade 1974). This biological be-
havior in animal models has indeed shown a correlation between *T. cruzi* natural strain behavior and the genetic variability in different geographical areas (Andrade & Magalhaes 1997). Biodeme Type III would correspond to *T. cruzi* major I group, whereas Biodeme Type II, to *T. cruzi* major II group (Anonymous 1999).

Genetic studies are important to clarify the intraspecific heterogeneity of the parasite; however, the ability to study the biological behavior and the host-parasite relationship is crucial for the evaluation of the impact of the genetic diversity of the parasite regarding its relevant medical properties such as pathogenicity and virulence.

In this work we attempt to understand the genetic structure, pathogenic pattern, and epidemiological and clinical implications of *T. cruzi* parasites from an endemic area in Mexico. Mexican strains of *T. cruzi* isolated from human, vector, and animal reservoir at the same time and in the same endemic area were genetically characterized by multilocus enzyme electrophoresis (MLEE), random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD), and pathological profiles by biological in vitro and in vivo analysis (biodemes).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Animals**

*Mice* - A total of 48 BALB/c female mice weighing 25-30 g were used at 10 to 12 weeks of age for each isolate. Mice were maintained in a temperature-controlled environment and provided with a balanced mouse ration and water ad libitum. All animals were maintained in the same facility for a minimum of two weeks before infection.

**Parasites** - Three *T. cruzi* isolates were obtained, respectively, from feces of adult *Triatoma barberi* (RyC-V), peripheral blood of *Peromyscus peromyscus* (RyC-R), a rodent from the Muridae family, and by xenodiagnostics of human hosts with chronic Chagas disease (RyC-H). The strains were isolated during epidemiological studies in Puebla, Mexico. Isolates were maintained by serial intraperitoneal (ip) passages in 10-week-old BALB/c mice and were grown axenically as epimastigote forms (culture forms) at 28°C in liver infusion-tryptose medium (LIT) (Difco Laboratories, Detroit, MI) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal calf serum (Gibco, Grand Island, NY).

**Genetic characterization**

**MLEE** - Methods for isolating, growing in LIT medium, harvesting, and storing the stocks have been previously described (Tibayrenc & Le Ray 1984). The conditions for electrophoresis on cellulose acetate were performed as described by Ben Abde-rrazak et al. (1993) with slight modifications. Twenty enzyme systems were assayed (Barnabé et al. 2000), namely, aconitase (EC 4.2.1.3, ACON), alanine aminotransferase (EC 2.6.1.2, ALAT), diaphorase (EC 1.6.99.2, DIA), glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (EC 1.2.1.2, GPD), glutamate dehydrogenase NAD+ (EC 1.4.1.2, GDH-NAD+), glutamate dehydrogenase NADP+ (EC 1.4.1.4, GDH-NADP+), aspartate amino transferase (EC 2.6.1.1, GOT), glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.49, G6PD), glucose-6-phosphate isomerase (EC 5.3.1.9, GPI), isocitrate dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.42, IDH), leucine aminopeptidase (cytosol aminopeptidase) (EC 3.4.11.1, LAP), malate dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.37, MDH), malate dehydrogenase (oxaloacetate decarboxylating, NADP+) or malic enzyme (EC 1.1.1.40, ME), mannose-phosphate isomerase (EC 5.3.1.8, MPI), nucleoside hydrolase (EC 2.4.2.1, NH1); substrate: inosine, peptidase 1 (EC 3.4.22.3) (formerly EC 3.4.4.12), (PEP-1); substrate: leucyl-leucyl-leucine, peptidase 2 (EC 3.4.22.4) (formerly EC 3.3.3.24), (PEP-2); substrate: leucyl-L-alanine, 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.44, 6PGD), phosphoglucomutase (EC 5.4.2.2) (formerly EC 2.7.5.1), PGM), and superoxide dismutase (EC 1.15.1.1, SOD).

**RAPD** - was performed according to Tibayrenc et al. (1993) with slight modifications. Ten different decamer primers from the A-kit of Operon Technologies were used.

**Biological characterization**

**Growth kinetics of epimastigote forms** - A total of 25 × 10^6 parasites was inoculated in a final volume of 50 ml of LIT medium. Cultures were incubated at 27°C. Kinetics were followed for 24 days. The culture concentration was estimated three times every two days by counting in a Thomas chamber. Analysis of growth kinetics takes into account the doubling time, estimated in hours, calculated from the log phase and the parasite concentration in 10^6 parasites per ml (10^6 p/ml) and the end of the log phase.

**Experimental infection in mice (biodeme)** - Experimental infection was performed in 4- or 5-week-old BALB/c female mice. A total of 144 mice were inoculated intraocularly with 1 × 10^4 bloodstream trypanosomes from infected mice for each strain. Parasitemia was evaluated every three days during the infection by microscopic examination of fresh blood samples obtained from the tail. Parasitemic levels were expressed as logarithms of the media of parasites in peripheral blood of six mice for each group. Mortality rate in relation to infection was evaluated from 7 to 48 days after infection. Morphology of trypanosomes in peripheral blood was evaluated by the percentage of slender and broad forms, as seen in smears stained with the Giemsa method.

**Histopathological analyses** - These analyses were performed on 144 of the infected mice corresponding to each *T. cruzi* strain and on 48 uninfected control mice. Mice were killed by cervical dislocation and tissues were obtained each week for 7 weeks. Histological studies were carried out in infected and control animals from skeletal muscle, heart muscle, esophagus, colon, spleen, and liver. Samples were fixed in 10% neutral-buffered formalin and embedded in paraffin. Sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin and examined by light microscope.

Two serial sections cut from three different parts of each organ were examined. The total surface of the sections was at least 2 cm, and the lesions were recorded and classified according to their severity. The severity of the lesions was generally evaluated with respect to histological characteristics rather than to the number of lesions, which varied between the sections. Each type of lesion was assigned a severity index (scored from 1 to 3) according to its severity and potential pathological consequences.
**Statistical analysis** - For both MLEE and RAPD data, Jaccard’s distance (Jaccard 1908) was used. Each RAPD and MLEE gel band was coded with a number, starting with 1 for the slowest band. The distance was estimated according to the formula:

\[
D = 1 - \frac{a}{a + b + c}
\]

where \(a\) is the number of bands that are common to the two compared genotypes, \(b\) is the number of bands present in the first genotype and absent in the second, and \(c\) is the number of bands absent in the first genotype and present in the second.

The UPGMA method (unweighted pair-group method with arithmetic averages) (Sneath & Sokal 1973) was used and for comparative evaluation of pathological profile of mice infected with human, vector and reservoir *T. cruzi* strains a non-parametric Fisher test was applied.

**Data analysis of the biological parameters** - In a first approach, the average values of all biological parameters were compared by Student’s t-test between each of the different strains (human, vector and reservoir *T. cruzi* strains) genetically characterized by MLEE/RAPD analysis.

**RESULTS**

**Genetic diversity** - The phylogenetic picture obtained from 22 isoenzyme loci for the three Mexican strains and seven *T. cruzi* standard strains type into different DTUs are shown in Fig. 1. Parasite strains from human (patient with chronic Chagas disease) RyC-H; reservoir (*P. peromyscus*) RyC-R; and vector (*T. barberi*) RyC-V all belong to *T. cruzi* I, DTU 1 (DTU-1). Thus, *T. cruzi* parasites from human were characterized as HUM/ME/1997/MEX/RyC-H (TC1); from vector-like VCT/ME/1997/MEX/RyC-V (TC1); and from reservoir-like RES/ME/1997/MEX/RyC-R (TC1).

**Biological characterization** - Genetic characteristics of *T. cruzi* parasites isolated from human, reservoir, and vector were analyzed in comparison with the pathological profile in in vitro and in vivo analysis. Several parameters were taken into account and included (a) growth kinetics of epimastigotes forms; (b) curves of parasitemia; (c) morphology of the parasite in the peripheral blood; (d) tissue tropism; (e) histopathological lesions (virulence); and (f) mortality rate of the infected animals.

The growth kinetics of the strains in LIT medium are shown in Fig. 2. By taking the average of six mice, parasitemic peaks were considered as “high” above 500 trypomastigotes and as “low” from 100 to 500 trypomastigotes. Thus, parasites from human and vector hosts showed slow multiplication in LIT medium and low parasitemia. The morphological study of peripheral blood trypomastigotes showed that the human and vector strains presented a predominance of broad forms (70%) by day 28 post-inoculation (pi) and a low percentage of slender forms, while parasites isolated from reservoir show a high multiplication rate with predominance of slender forms (60%) (Table I).

The reservoir strain which showed high parasitemia and predominance of slender forms, determined high mortality rates (31.25%) whereas this parameter was 5 to 10% for the human and vector strains (Fig. 3).

**Histopathological study** - The study of the tissue lesions and parasite tropism indicated that the reservoir strain determined progressive skeletal muscle and myocardium lesions from the 14th day of infection with slight
mononuclear infiltrates and low parasitism of myocytes. By the 21st day of infection, a progressive parasitism of myocardicocytes and destruction of myocytes with dense inflammatory infiltration was seen, with focal myocyte necrosis and diffuse mononuclear cell infiltration. Tissue parasitism was prominent in skeletal muscles and progressive until 24 days of infection.

Histopathological lesions determined by human and vector *T. cruzi* strains from 14 to 30 days of infection showed the same evolution and histopathological aspects. In general, the parasitism and inflammatory infiltration were present at 14 and 20 days pi, varying from slight to moderate. Lesions were more prominent in cardiac muscles and intensified up to the 28th day of infection. Analysis of the severity of tissues lesions showed an intense inflammatory infiltrate, which was clearly more severe in BALB/c mice infected with parasites from reservoir RyC-R than human RyC-H and vector RyC-V, *T. cruzi* strains.

In summary, the biological profiles show a different pathogenic pattern among *T. cruzi* strains. The human and vector *T. cruzi* strains show low mortality and a slow increase of parasitemia with peaks of parasitemia between 26 and 28 days pi associated with a profile characteristic of the biodeme type III (Table II). Parasites isolated from the reservoir show parasitemic profiles of the biodeme type II with a mild multiplication of parasites and with peaks of parasitemia between 18 and 21 days pi and also show high mortality (Table II).

**DISCUSSION**

Genetic and biological characteristics of the *T. cruzi* strains represent a tool for the understanding of different aspects of the epidemiology Chagas disease. Populations of *T. cruzi* are highly heterogeneous and by using genetic markers were distributed into two major phylogenetic lineages (Tibayrenc 1995, Souto et al. 1996), which were named as *T. cruzi* I and *T. cruzi* II (Anonymous 1999). Studies carried out in Southern Cone Countries of South America indicate that *T. cruzi* I is dominant in the sylvatic cycle and *T. cruzi* II is dominant in the domestic cycle of the parasite transmission (Zingales et al. 1998, Diosque et al. 2003). Very few data on the epidemiological distribution of the two *T. cruzi* major groups are available for the other countries of the Americas e.g. Mexico (Zavala Castro et al. 1992, Espinosa et al. 1998) and Central America (Higo et al. 2000). In this study, three Mexican *T. cruzi* parasites from human, vector and reservoir were genetically identified as belonging to *T. cruzi* I; moreover, high genetic identity was shown between them (Jaccard’s distances < 0.20). This observation is in agreement with the data showing the predominance of *T. cruzi* I in stocks isolated from 8 of the 32 states of the Mexican Republic (Bosseno et al. 2002).

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Days</th>
<th>Human strain (parasites × 10^6)</th>
<th>Vector strain (parasites × 10^6)</th>
<th>Reservoir strain (parasites × 10^6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Broad forms (%)</td>
<td>Slender forms (%)</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.53 (70.6)</td>
<td>1.47 (29.4)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>15.32 (74)</td>
<td>5.37 (26)</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>40.39 (73)</td>
<td>14.94 (27)</td>
<td>55.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>78 (65)</td>
<td>41.99 (35)</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>29.58 (71)</td>
<td>12.08 (29)</td>
<td>41.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>13.52 (69)</td>
<td>6.08 (31)</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experimental infection from infected mice for each strain of *T. cruzi* from different sources. *T. cruzi* parasites from reservoir (*Peromyscus peromyscus*) RyC-R show highest percentage of slender forms associated with mortality.

Fig. 3: mortality rate of the three strains in mice was evaluated from seven to 48 days after infection and was expressed as percentage of dead animals, varying from a low (5 to 10%) for human and vector strains (RyC-H and RyC-V), to a high level (31.25%) with the reservoir strain (RyC-R).
Inflammatory process in the heart and skeletal muscles. Induce a significant inflammatory process in the heart and muscles. In contrast, infection by strains from different sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biological source</th>
<th>RyC-H</th>
<th>RyC-V</th>
<th>RyC-R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Patient with chronic chagasic cardiomyopathy</td>
<td>Triatoma barberi</td>
<td>Peromyscus peromyscus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographical source</td>
<td>Molcaxic, Puebla, Mexico</td>
<td>Molcaxic, Puebla, Mexico</td>
<td>Molcaxic, Puebla, Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortality rate in mice</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>10.4%</td>
<td>31.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak of growth</td>
<td>28 days</td>
<td>28 days</td>
<td>21 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morphology</td>
<td>Broad forms (70%)</td>
<td>Broad forms (70%)</td>
<td>Slender forms (70%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tissue tropism</td>
<td>Skeletal muscle</td>
<td>Cardiac muscle</td>
<td>Cardiac muscle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histopathogenicity</td>
<td>Cardiac muscle</td>
<td>Cardiac muscle</td>
<td>Cardiac muscle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biodemes</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic characterization</td>
<td>Lineage 1, DTU-1</td>
<td>Lineage 1, DTU-1</td>
<td>Lineage 1, DTU-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Study of the various biological parameters in response to infection by strains of Trypanosoma cruzi show clear differences in response to infection by strains from different sources. T. cruzi parasites from human (with chronic chagasic cardiomyopathy) and vector did not induce a significant inflammatory process in the heart and muscles. In contrast, T. cruzi parasites from reservoir induce an intense inflammatory process in the heart and skeletal muscles.

T. cruzi II has been shown to be heterogeneous and different genetic subdivisions have been described, named DTUs (Brisse et al. 1998). It was suggested that different DTUs correspond to distinct epidemiological pictures and are proposed as a reference framework for genetic variability and for biological characterization studies of T. cruzi strains (Barnabé et al. 2000). The geographical distribution of the six DTUs is present in the entire range of Chagas disease. On the other hand, DTU 2b has been mainly isolated in Brazil and Chile, while DTU 2d was mainly encountered in Chile and Bolivia (Barnabé et al. 2000). In this study, the three T. cruzi strains isolated in the same region from human, domestic and wild transmission cycles were characterized by multigene typing as belonging to DTU 1 and exhibited strong levels of linkage. T. cruzi I (DTU 1) has been considered a homogeneous group. The findings of the present study show clear biological differences between the three strains regarding the profile of parasitemia, tissue tropism, pathogenicity pattern, and mortality. In fact, T. cruzi parasites from human and vector (belonging to biodeme Type III) did not induce a significant inflammatory process in the heart and muscles. In contrast, T. cruzi parasites from the reservoir (belonging to biodeme Type II) induced an intense inflammatory process in the heart and skeletal muscles.

According to Andrade and Magalhães (1997), although genetic studies are important to clarify the intraspecific heterogeneity of the parasite, only the study of the biological behavior could clarify the importance of different strains in the determination of clinicopathological manifestations of Chagas disease. Our results could be explained, in part, by the fact that many studies have been performed using T. cruzi strains isolated for more than 20 years and that genetic intrinsic characteristics and clonal selection could be influenced by handling in the laboratory. Although experimental evidence of the stability of strain behavior has been obtained by biochemical and biological characterization after parasites were subjected to different conditions of maintenance and cultivation, the main biological characteristics of the strains, such as infectivity and inoculum size, tended to decrease in association with maintenance and cultivation conditions (Magalhaes et al. 1985). Decrease in virulence has been observed when the culture forms were used or when the infection with low inoculum was employed. Additionally, the passage of T. cruzi parasites through the vector has a positive influence on the virulence (higher levels of parasitemia and predominance of slender forms in mice) (Magalhaes et al. 1996). In this work we employed T. cruzi parasites recently isolated from the same endemic area. This procedure would guarantee the reliability of the comparative studies.

Infection with T. cruzi is an enzootic disease extending from the US to South America (sylvatic cycle), that can lead to human infection when the insect vector (triatome bugs) adapts to human dwelling (domestic cycles). This adaption occurs in different manners and at different times (Prata 2001). The presence of different types of T. cruzi strains in endemic areas may bear influence on the biological characteristics as well as pathogenicity. Studies with cloned populations of natural strains have demonstrated either homogeneity or heterogeneity of several clones including differences in virulence and pathogenicity. Thus, in an epidemiological study, cloned populations cannot be taken as representative of the strains isolated from different geographical areas.

The expert committee in 1999 recommended that isolates typed as Biodeme Type III (Andrade 1974) are equivalent to T. cruzi I, and isolates typed as Biodeme Type II are equivalent to T. cruzi II (Anonymous 1999), our data
clearly show differences in the biological behavior of three strains classified as *T. cruzi* I, although *T. cruzi* I is considered a homogeneous group based on the analysis of genetic markers. Therefore, our *T. cruzi* I isolates were typed as Biodeme Type II and Type III.

In conclusion, our findings suggest that for Mexican isolates, characteristics such as pathogenicity and virulence of *T. cruzi* strains must be described by a combination of genetic and biological characteristics. Reliance on the genotype alone may confer significance of little biological relevance and could be determined by factors different from those identified in the genotypic characterization.
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